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At Elements of Byron
The rumours are a�loat
That trolls are hiding in the tree
Above a bridge over the moat
Make sure that you tiptoe quietly
Pass the small door that is red
Careful not to wake the Trolls
And fill the resort with dread

Next stop rests the peaceful Treefolk
Who gently hold out their hands
Filling them with water and seed
Feeding birds from the native lands

Further along the fairy trail
The Hobbits call their home
Small and placid creatures
Sometimes mistaken for a Gnome!
(Please don’t call them Gnomes though
This really is a must
Otherwise they might react
And show you their disgust…)
How many can you count?
Hidden under leaves
Hanging on for dear life
Smiling at those who believe

The next star is a marking spot
A special place in the resort grounds
The fairy city wonderland
Can easily be found
Look up in the canopy
Of the biggest trunk you see
Secret homes of the fairy people
Dotted amongst the trees

Hidden in the branches
Nestled near the park
Is Her Royal Fairy Highness
Hidden in the dark
Find the Fairy Queen
Perched up in the tree
Remember the colour of her door
And keep secret what you see
(If you get the correct answer
And tell the sta�f at Breeze
You might just get a treat
That may give you a brain freeze!)

Wandering further along
To the place where children play
A mushroom cluster wonderland
Where more fairies love to stay
This is a special miniature
Resort for magical creatures
Comfy beds, fun games, a swimming pond
Amongst many other features

Listen, can you hear that?
Waves crashing on the sand
Head towards the salty air
To find the hidden fairy land
At the edge of the Dunal Trail
Have a little peek
Watch for creatures in the trees
Playing hide and seek

Last but certainly not least
Hidden on your fairy trail
Are the whimsical, whispering dragons
With shiny, glittery tails
Stop and try to hear
The whispering of their wings
Not a single soul has seen them
(But we have certainly heard them sing)

We hope you have enjoyed
The Elements of Byron Fairy Trail
Don’t forget to claim your treat
(For those who did not fail.......)


